Boolean Operators

AND

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A \\
poverty \\
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
B \\
crime \\
\end{array}
\]

AND looks for all articles about poverty and all articles about crime. The results will give you only articles about poverty and crime. AND links two topics and narrows a search.

OR

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A \\
colleges \\
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
B \\
universities \\
\end{array}
\]

OR looks for all articles about colleges and all articles about universities. The results will give you all articles about both colleges and universities. OR links two topics and expands a search.

NOT

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A \\
cats \\
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
B \\
dogs \\
\end{array}
\]

NOT looks for all articles about cats and eliminates articles about cats and dogs as well as dogs. NOT narrows a search by excluding search terms.